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Unit – 1 

Recruitment and Selection 

 

Learning Objectives 

After completion of the unit, you should be able to: 

 Explain the meaning and definition of Recruitment and Selection. 

 Describe the process of recruitment. 

 Describe the selection process. 

 Distinguish between recruitment and selection. 

 

 

Structure 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Definitions of recruitment and selection 

1.3 Job analysis 

1.4 Sources of recruitment 

1.5 Selection process 

1.6 Let’s Sum-up 

1.7 Key Terms 

1.8 Self-Assessment Questions 

1.9 Further Readings 

1.10 Model Questions 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Organizations require people i.e. human resources to run their business. The 

current requirement for human resources is driven by globalization. Therefore, 

there is a need to identify and retain people in organizations who can match pace 

with dynamic organizational requirements. The current trend demands a more 

comprehensive, more strategic perspective to recruit, utilize and conserve 

valuable human resources.  

Inducting an employee in the organization should be a long-term implication. As 

employees are major stakeholders, their roles, responsibilities and interests should 

be well-defined by the management. A right candidate at the right job- is what the 

organization needs today. Proper information dissemination about job positions 

and appropriate selection process will help the organization acquire candidates 

who will always be assets to the organization. 
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1.2 Definitions 

DeCenzo and Robbins define recruitment as ‘the process of discovering 

potential candidates for actual or anticipated organizational vacancies. Or from 

another perspective, it is a linking activity—bringing together those with jobs 

to fill and those seeking jobs.” 

Plumbley on the other hand says, “Recruitment is a matching process and the 

capacities and inclinations of the candidates have to be matched against the 

demand and rewards inherent in a given job or career pattern.” 

According to Yoder “ Recruitment is a process to discover the sources of 

manpower to meet the requirements of the staffing schedule and to employ 

effective measures for attracting that manpower in adequate numbers to 

facilitate effective selection of an efficient working force.” 

According to Edwin Flippo, “Recruitment is the process of searching for 

prospective employees and stimulating them to apply for jobs in the 

organization.” 

A formal definition states, “It is the process of finding and attracting capable 

applicants for the employment. The process begins when new recruits are sought and 

ends when their applications are submitted. The result is a pool of applicants from 

which new employees are selected”. 

Thus, recruitment is the process of searching for prospective employees and 

stimulating them to apply for the job in the organization. 

The business dictionary, however, describes recruitment as “the process of 

finding and hiring the best-qualified candidate (from within or outside of an 

organization) for a job opening, in a timely and cost effective manner. The 

recruitment process includes analyzing the requirements of a job, attracting 

employees to that job, screening and selecting applicants, hiring, and 

integrating the new employee to the organization”. 

 

The second part of this definition actually describes the process of selection. 

Recruitment and selection go hand-in-hand. However, there are certain 

technical differences. This can be understood through the definition of selection 

process. 

Dale Yoder defines, “Selection is the process by which candidates for 

employment are divided into two classes those who will be offered 

employment and those who will not”. 

M. Ataur Rahman says, “Selection is the screening and filtering process of job 

applicants who have been invited to apply for the vacant positions through 

which the process comes to an end”. 
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M.J. Jucious has defined the selection procedure as “the system of functions 

and devices adopted in a given company for the purpose of ascertaining 

whether or not candidate possesses the qualifications called for by, a specific 

job”. 

Heinz Weihrich and Harold Koontz define selection as “the process of 

choosing form the candidates, from within the organization or from outside, the 

most suitable person for the current position or for the future positions” 

Decenzo & Robbins say that selection activities follow a standard pattern, 

beginning with an initial screening interview and concluding with final 

employment decision. 

Thus, Selection is the process of discovering the qualifications and 

characteristics of the job applicant in order to establish their suitability for the 

job position. 

 

1.2. Job Analysis 

The first step in successful recruitment and selection process is accurate 

analysis of the job. Job analysis is the process of collecting and analysing 

information about the tasks, responsibilities and the context of jobs available in 

the organisation. The objective of this exercise is to provide the information on 

which the job description and person or job specification may be based. It is, 

therefore, a key part of the process of matching individuals to jobs. 

A job analysis exercise involves two elements- defining the information 

required; and collecting the information from appropriate sources. 

(a) Information required: The acquisition of useful data is a vital element in 

any job analysis exercise, so it is important that it is done in a systematic way. 

A checklist can be useful here. The checklist outlines the various categories 

under which information needs to be collected. 

(b) Information collection: To collect information about jobs the following 

methods are commonly used: 

* Observing the job – the observer has to check that he/she understands all the 

actions. 

* Interviewing the job-holder 

* Work study techniques – measuring and timing actions 
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* Diary method – the job-holder completes a diary recording all actions 

* Work performance – the analyst performs the job 

* Critical incident technique – observing the key incidents in the job 

Job Descriptions 

The job description describes the job in terms of its duties, responsibilities and 

purpose. It sets the parameters of the job by covering the total requirements –

who, what, where, when and why. The key elements are as follows: 

 The job title 

  To whom the job-holder reports (possibly including an organisation 

chart to show where the job fits in) 

 Primary objective or overview – the job’s main purpose 

 Key tasks 

 How the responsibilities are to be carried out 

 Extent of responsibility 

 Key contacts and basic conditions of work. 

 

Job descriptions provide essential information to both the organisation and the 

potential employee. It provides information to the potential employees (or the job 

applicants) so that they can determine whether or not the job is suitable. It gives the 

potential employees (or the job-holders) the opportunity to set individual goals, 

objectives and targets 

 

In turn to the organisation, job description enables the personnel specification to be 

written; gives the organisation an in-depth overview of the job; serves as the basis for a 

training needs analysis; provides an additional source of information during 

performance appraisal or professional development interviews and so on… 

 

A job description is an authoritative document, or the blueprint that guides the 

individual through day-to-day task. However, job descriptions are not necessarily 

definitive, and as such can be reviewed and modified when necessary. 

 

Job descriptions may vary in length and content depending on the duties, 

responsibilities and seniority of the post. However, there are two basic rules for writing 

job descriptions. They should be: 

a) Unambiguous – they should be written in simple, straightforward terms and 

language. Jargon and semantics should be avoided at all costs, as this can lead 

to both job and role ambiguity. 

b) Succinct – the job description should not contain unnecessary information. It 

should be to the point and as concise as possible. 
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Job Specification 

The job specification is used in the recruitment process to provide recruiters 

with an “ideal” profile of the candidate the company wishes to attract. In its 

simplest form, it is a psychological blueprint of the candidate, who, the 

company hopes, will possess the requisite knowledge, skills, qualifications and 

experience to enable him/her to do the job efficiently and effectively. 

There are two well-known models used by recruiters to construct these 

specifications i.e. The Seven point plan and the Fivefold grading system 

(a) Seven Point Plan: This model was developed by Professor Alec Rodger in 

the 1950s. The model is based on seven headings and each candidate is 

“judged” or assessed under essential and desirable criteria within each 

category. The seven headings are: 

 Physical Make-up-This covers an individual’s personal appearance, 

dress sense, etc. 

 Attainments- This covers an individual’s education and training, 

qualifications, etc. 

 General Intelligence- This considers the “mental set” of the 

individual – how they respond to problem-solving and decision-

making, how they think, etc.  

 Special Aptitudes- This includes things like skill with words 

(essential for an office administrator), skill with figures (sales 

personnel) etc. 

 Interests- This heading covers any outside interests the individual 

might have; these interests might make one candidate stand out 

from another.  

 Disposition- This covers the overall personality of the individual, 

including sense of humour, introvert/extrovert, etc.  

 Circumstances-This covers any situation that makes the job 

unusual or demanding, such as frequent travel, unsociable working 

hours etc. 

The seven point plan is split into essential and desirable categories. The 

essential criteria are what a candidate must possess, and the desirable criteria 

are the minimum standard that will be accepted. 

Recruiters use the seven criteria as benchmarks to design specifications to their 

own corporate look and feel.  
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(b) Fivefold Grading System: This system was devised by John Munro Fraser 

in 1978. The criteria are very similar to those in Rodgers’ plan and the model is 

intended to be a guide for recruiters. The fivefold grading system is as follows: 

 Impact on others: this is very similar to “physical make-up” in the seven 

point plan. 

 Acquired qualifications: this is similar to “general intelligence” in the 

seven point plan and also includes work experience. 

 Innate abilities: this is similar to “general intelligence” in the seven 

point plan. 

 Motivation: this relates to the individual’s ability to formulate and 

achieve the objectives. It has similarities to “special aptitudes” in the 

seven point plan. 

 Adjustment: this relates to the disposition of the individuals and how 

they relate to other people. Again, this is similar to “disposition” in the 

seven point plan. 

Both models are similar in their approach. Some people argue that they are 

outdated and no longer have a role to play in the recruitment and selection 

process. However, the seven point plan continues to be popular with some 

recruiters who use it to benchmark the personnel/ job specifications. 

 1.4 Sources of Recruitment 

In general, the sources of recruitment can be classified into two types—internal 

and external. Filling a job opening from within the organization has the 

following advantages: 

 Stimulating preparation for possible transfer or promotion 

 Increasing the general level of morale, and 

 Having more information about candidates through past performance 

appraisals. 

A comprehensive programme of talent inventory and analysis, central 

coordination of recruitment and lay-offs in the HR department and systematic 

posting of job openings contributes to the success of an internal recruitment 

programme. While, internal recruitment is advantageous; external recruitment 

is inevitable. Organisations usually go to external sources for lower-entry jobs, 

for expansion and for positions whose specifications cannot be met by the 

existing manpower. 

 

Advertisement 

It is a very important and popular source of generating manpower. Companies 

advertise in widely circulated newspapers. Information about the company, the 

job and job specifications age, education, past experience, likely emoluments, 

etc.) are included in the advertisement to attract suitable candidates to apply for 

the job. This also enables some kind of self-screening by the candidates. 
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Certain sources of external recruitment are as under: 

Advertisement 

It is a very important and popular source of generating manpower. 

Organisations advertise in widely circulated newspapers. Information about the 

organisation, the job, and job specifications (age, education, past experience, 

likely emoluments, etc.) are included in the advertisement to attract suitable 

candidates to apply for the job.  

Employment News is a leading Government publication which serves as a 

source of recruitment. Sometimes, advertisements are placed in magazines read 

only by particular segments of people. For example, Dataquest is for computer 

professionals, Business Today is for management and so on. 

Employment Exchange 

Employment exchanges established in various cities as per public policy, offer 

yet another important source of recruitment. They maintain separate databases 

for non-graduates, graduates and postgraduates. In our country, it is obligatory 

for the government departments and PSUs to notify the vacancies to the local 

Employment Exchange who directs the candidates meeting the basic 

qualification requirements. 

Placement Agencies 

Some agencies and associations are established to supply candidates in terms of 

the requirements. The companies intimate their requirements to them who 

forward a panel of suitable candidates for recruitment. This is a good source for 

recruitment especially for professional and managerial positions. Some 

agencies like Directorate General of Resettlement are government established 

agencies for rehabilitation of ex-service personnel. 

Educational Institutions 

Some organizations make special efforts to establish and maintain constructive 

relationships with colleges so as to get the suitably qualified manpower. Such 

companies conduct campus interviews in various colleges and universities. 

Some organizations are Infosys, Wipro, TCS, ITC, ICICI, HDFC and so on… 
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Recommendations of Present Employees 

Some organizations ask the present employees to recommend new recruits. 

This method provides preliminary screening as the present employee knows 

both the company and his acquaintances and presumably would attempt to 

please both. In the recruitment of software professionals, the serving employee 

provides a referral candidate. The serving employee also earns incentives if the 

referred candidate is selected. 

Labour Unions 

With one third of labour force organized into unions, organized labour 

constitutes an important source of manpower. As a part of welfare measure, 

many organizations provide employment to the next-of-kin of employees died 

while in service. 

Leasing 

To adjust to short-term fluctuations in personnel needs, the possibility of 

leasing personnel should be considered. In leasing, the company not only gets 

well trained personnel but also avoids any obligations in pension, insurance and 

other fringe benefits. 

Job Portals 

Organisations have tie-ups with job portals that attract suitable candidates and 

pass on information to the recruiters. Portals like naukari.com, timesjobs.com, 

shine.com etc… have organizational links for making job postings. 

Websites 

Many organizations have a web-based application blank that can be used for 

applying for the job. Usually, this application blank is found in the career page 

of the organization’s website. 

Other Job Postings 

Smaller organizations may prefer to put up notices on their gates to attract 

casual applicants. This helps them increase their application pool. 
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1.5. Selection Process 

Selection is the process of finding out the skills, qualifications and abilities of 

the job applicant in order to establish their suitability for the job position. 

Effective selection decisions are those where the selected candidate proves to 

be a successful performer on job. There could be two types of errors in 

selection decisions: 

Reject errors: Rejecting candidates who would have performed successfully on 

the job. 

Select error: Selecting candidates who later perform poorly on the job. 

An effective selection process should try to minimize both these errors. This is 

possible if the process is impartial, has a degree of objectivity and a standard of 

assessment procedure. Though the benefits of good selection are clear, demerits 

in poor selection are not so obvious. It can vary from non-performance to 

attrition to lowering of morale, reduced quality of products and services and so 

on. 

Good selection requires a methodical approach to find the best match for the 

job. A framework can be built by answering the following questions: 

 What am I looking for?—Analyze the job. 

 How do I find out?—Recruit through agencies and consultancy. 

 How can I recognize when I see it?—Select through application forms, 

interviews, lists and references. 

 

Stages in Selection Process: There are four stages in the selection process—

screening of application forms, tests, selection interview, and selection 

decision. These stages have been discussed in the succeeding paragraphs. 

Stage 1: Screening of Application Forms: Before detail selection can take 

place, it is necessary to reduce the applicants to manageable proportions. This 

may be done by initial screening of the information received through letters, 

curriculum vitae (CV) or application forms or a combination of these. In the 

case of CVs, applicants tell us what they think we want to know, whereas the 

application form will provide us with uniform and precise information about 

each candidate. 
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Stage 2: Tests 

These include tests of intelligence, aptitude, ability and interest. Tests in 

intellectual ability, spatial and mechanical ability, perceptual ability and motor 

ability have shown to be moderately valid predictors for many semi-skilled and 

unskilled operative jobs in the industrial organizations. Intelligence tests are 

reasonably good predictors for supervisory positions. But the management needs 

to demonstrate that any test used for selection is job related. There are two sets of 

tests—performance and psychological or a combination of these.  

Tests are classified into five types: (i) Aptitude tests; (ii) Achievement tests; (iii) 

Situational tests; (iv) Interest tests; and (v) Personality tests. 

1.  Aptitude Tests: These tests measure whether an individual has the 

capacity or latent ability to learn a given job if adequate training is given. 

a.  Intelligence Tests: These tests in general measure intelligence 

quotient of a candidate. In detail these tests measure capacity for 

comprehension, reasoning, word fluency, verbal comprehension, 

numbers, memory and space. Other factors such as digit spans — 

both forward and backward, information known, comprehension, 

vocabulary, picture arrangement and object assembly. Intelligence 

tests also include, sampling, learning ability, adaptability tests, etc. 

b. Mechanical Aptitude Tests: These tests measure the capacities of 

spatial visualization, perceptual speed and knowledge of 

mechanical matter. These tests are useful for selecting apprentices, 

skilled, mechanical employees, technicians, etc. 

c. Psychomotor Tests: These tests measure abilities like manual 

dexterity, motor ability and eye-hand coordination of candidates. 

These tests are useful to select semi-skilled workers and workers 

for repetitive operations like packing and watch assembly. 

d. Clerical Aptitude Tests: Measure specific capacities involved in 

office work. Items of this test include spelling, computation, 

comprehension, copying, word measuring, etc. 

 

2. Achievement Tests: These tests are conducted when applicants claim to 

have experience in doing that job. Achievement tests are concerned with 

what one has accomplished. They are more useful to measure the value of 

specific achievement when an organisation wishes to employ experienced 

candidates. These tests are classified into: Job knowledge test and Work 

sample test. 

a. Job Knowledge Test: Under this test a candidate is tested in the 

knowledge of a particular job. For example, when a Junior Office 

Administrator applies for a senior administrative position, he or 

she is tested on the job knowledge through questions related to 

office management, task scheduling, computer operations etc. 
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a. Work Sample Test: Under this test a portion of the actual work is given 

to the candidate as a test and the candidate is asked to do it. If a 

candidate applies for a post of lecturer in Management she may be 

asked to deliver a demo session on Management Principles as a work 

sample test. Thus, the candidate's achievement in her career is tested 

regarding her knowledge about the job and actual work experience. 

 

3. Situational Test: This test evaluates a candidate in a life-like situation. In 

this test the candidate is asked either to cope with the situation or solve critical 

situations of the job. 

a. Group Discussion: This test is administered through group 

discussion approach to solve a problem under which candidates 

are observed in the areas of initiation, leadership, team 

management, conciliation, oral communication, coordination and 

summarization. 

b. In Basket: This situational test is administered through in-basket. 

The candidate, in this test, is supplied with actual letters, telephone 

and telegraphic message, reports and requirements by various 

officers of the organization, adequate information about the job 

and organization. The candidate is asked to take decisions on 

various items based on the in-basket information. 

4. Interest Test: These tests are inventories of the likes and dislikes of 

candidates in relation to work, job, occupations, hobbies and recreational 

activities. The purpose of this test is to find out whether the candidate is 

interested or disinterested in the job applied for.  

5. Personality Tests: These tests probe deeply to discover clues to an 

individual's value systems, emotional reactions, maturity levels and mood 

variations. They are expressed in such traits like self-confidence, tact, 

emotional control, optimism, decisiveness, sociability, conformity, 

objectivity, patience, fear, distrust, initiative, judgment, dominance or 

submission, impulsiveness, sympathy, integrity, stability and self-

confidence. 

a. Thematic Aperception Test (TAT): Candidates are shown a series 

of pictures and are asked to write a story based on these pictures. 

This test measures candidates’ conceptual, imaginative, projective 

and interpretative skills. 

b. Ink-Blot Test: The Rorschach Inkblot test was first described in 

1921. The candidates are asked to see the ink-blots and make 

meaningful concepts out of them. The examiner keeps a record of 

the responses, time taken, emotional expressions and other 

incidental behaviours. 
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6. Other Tests 

a. Cognitive Ability Tests: These tests measure mathematical and verbal 

abilities. Popularly known tests of this category include Graduate 

Record Examination (GRE) and Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). 

b. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale: This is a comprehensive test 

including general information, arithmetic, similarities, vocabulary, 

picture completion, picture arrangement, object assembly and similar 

items. 

c. Wonderlic Personnel Test: This test includes perceptual, verbal and 

arithmetic. 

d. Polygraph Tests: The polygraph is an instrument that records changes in 

breathing, blood pressure, pulse and skin response associated with 

sweating of palms and plots these reactions on paper. The candidate is 

asked a series of simple, complicated, related, unrelated and critical 

questions. This test was used in personnel selection extensively in 

1980s, but objections have been raised to the use of this test in 

personnel selection in 2000s. 

e. Honesty Tests: The two types of pre-employment honesty tests that are 

conducted include the overt integrity tests and personality-based 

integrity tests. An overt integrity test makes direct questions to assess 

dishonest behaviour and gathers a history of theft and illegal behaviour. 

Personality-based integrity tests assess an individual's predisposition 

towards deviant and disruptive behaviour. 

 

Stage 3: Personal Interview 

Selection Interview or Personal Interview is a part of the Stage 3. Interviews 

are designed to probe into areas that cannot be addressed by the application 

form or written tests. These areas usually consist of assessing candidates’ 

communication, motivation, and ability to work under stress, interpersonal 

skills, job fit and organizational fit. Interview is an effective tool to assess the 

candidate’s potential. A well designed interview questionnaire and an 

experience interview panel can make selection process effective. 

Interview Process: Interview a process consisting of several steps. 

1. Preparation for the Interview: Advance preparation for the interview is 

essential both for the candidate as well as the organization. It helps focusing 

on the vital aspects to be and it helps the interviewer to remember and absorb 

many impressions and facts. The following preparations have to be made by 

the organisation before starting an interview: 

a. Choose the appropriate types of interviews based on job requirements 

and the nature of the interviews discussed earlier. 

b. Identify the knowledge, skill areas to be examined through interviews 

based on job requirements. 
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c. Determine the type and number of interviewers: Interviewers should be 

selected based on personal characteristics, technical competence, 

initiative, common sense, general smartness, ability to inspire 

confidence, capacity to work in a team and potential for growth. 

 

2. Conducting the Interview: The next major step in the interview process is 

conducting the interview. To conduct the interview effectively, the 

interviewers should take much care. They should avoid committing mistakes 

at various levels. Adequate information from the candidate can be obtained by 

listening to and observing rather than talking too much. 

(i) Open the Interview: The interviewer has to open the interview 

with a conscious effort and with conducive voice, speech and appearance 

during the first few minutes of the interview. This helps the interviewer 

to establish a rapport with and gain the confidence of the interviewee: 

(ii) Get Complete and Accurate Information: The interviewer 

should get full information relating to skill, knowledge, aptitude, 

attitude, traits of the candidate. The best way of getting full information 

is by structured interview. 

(iii) Recording of Observations and Impressions: The 

interviewer has to record his observations and impressions in the course 

of interview with a view to manage the information system for 

evaluating the candidate's suitability at the later stage. 

(iv) Guide the Interview: The interviewer has to guide the interview 

tactfully without causing much psychological inconvenience to the interviewee 

while aiming at getting complete and reliable information. 

(v) Check the success of the Interviewer: The success of the 

interviewer in conducting the interview can be checked through the 

following items: 

 making favourable impression on the candidate at the beginning of the 

interview; 

 refraining from making judgment at the beginning; 

 closing the interview pleasantly with an indication. 

 

3. Closing the Interview: Closing of interview is as important as its 

commencement and it should end pleasantly. The interviewer may show 

some signs of the close of the interview at an appropriate time. Interview 

results should be evaluated after closing the interview. 
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 4. Evaluation of interview Results: The interviewers evaluate the 

candidates' strengths and weaknesses against the job and organisational 

requirements. The evaluation is generally based on the observations, 

impressions and information collected during the course of interview. 

However, the final decision about the suitability of candidate to the job is 

made on the basis of the results of all selection techniques. But the interview 

results influence the selection decision much more than any other technique. 

The evaluation may be in descriptive form or grading form or rating form. 

The interviewer has to strike a fine balance between the job requirements and 

employee values, skills, knowledge, etc. 

In view of the errors in evaluation, the interviewer has to write explanation 

of rating. Each factor used for evaluating the candidate is discussed among the 

interviewers and then a decision is taken. This clarifies all the points and makes the 

selection objective. The interviewer should also take into consideration the 

educational record, physical attributes, attitudes, social intelligence, behaviour, 

manners, temperament, self-confidence etc…, of the candidate for effective 

evaluation. 

Types of Interviews 

The interviews can be of different types. Usually, interviews are categorized as 

Preliminary Interview, Core Interview and Decision-making Interview.  

1.  Preliminary Interview 

a) Informal Interview: This is the interview which can be conducted at any place 

by any person to secure the basic and non-job related information. The 

interaction between the candidate and the personnel manager when the former 

meets the latter to enquire about the vacancies or additional particulars in 

connection with the employment advertisement is an example of informal 

interview. 

b) Unstructured Interview: In this interview the candidate is given the freedom to 

tell about himself by revealing his knowledge on various items/areas, his 

background, expectations, interest, etc. Similarly, the interviewer also provides 

information on various items required by the candidate. 

2. Core Interview: It is normally the interaction between the candidate and the line 

executive or experts on various areas of job knowledge, skill, talent, etc. This 

interview may take various forms like: 

a)  Background Information Interview: This interview is intended to collect the 

information which is not available in the application blank and to check that 

information provided in the application blank regarding education, place of 

domicile, family, health, interests, hobbies, likes, dislikes, extracurricular activities 

of the applicant. 
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(b) Job and Probing Interview: This interview aims at testing the candidate's job 

knowledge about duties, activities, methods of doing the job, critical/problematic 

areas, methods of handling those areas, etc. 

(c) Stress Interview: This interview aims at testing the candidate's job behaviour 

and level of withstanding during the period of stress and strain. Interviewer tests the 

candidate by putting him under stress and strain by interrupting the applicant from 

answering, criticizing his opinions, asking questions pertaining to unrelated areas, 

keeping silent for unduly long period after he has finished speaking, etc. Stress during 

the middle portion of the interview gives effective results. 

(d) Group Discussion Interview: There are two methods of conducting group 

discussion interviews, viz., group interview method and discussion interview method. 

All the candidates are brought into one room, i.e., interview room and are interviewed 

one by one under group interview. This method helps a busy executive to save 

valuable time and gives a fair account of the objectivity of the interview to the 

candidates. 

Under the discussion interview method, one topic is given for discussion to the 

candidates who assemble in one room and they are asked to discuss the topic in detail. 

This type of interview helps the interviewer in appraising, certain skills of the 

candidates like initiative, inter-personal skills, dynamism, presentation, leading, 

comprehension, collaboration, etc. 

(e) Formal and Structured Interview: In this type of interview, all the 

formalities, procedures like fixing the value, time, panel of interviewers, opening and 

closing, intimating the candidates officially, etc., are strictly followed in arranging 

and conducting the interview. The course of the interview is preplanned and 

structured depending on job requirements. The questions items for discussion are 

structured and experts are allotted different areas and questions to be asked. There is 

very little room for the interviewers to deviate from the questions prepared in advance 

in a sequence. 

(f) Panel Interview: Interviewing of candidates by one person may not be 

effective. So, most organisations invite a panel of experts, specialised in different 

areas/fields/ disciplines, to interview candidates. A panel of experts interviews each 

candidate, judges performance individually and prepares a consolidated judgement. 

This evaluation is based on each expert's judgement and weightage of each factor. 

This type of interview is known as panel interview. 

(g) Depth Interview: In this type of interview, the candidates would be examined 

extensively in core areas of knowledge and skills of the job. Experts in that particular 

field examine the candidates by asking relevant questions so as to extract critical 

answers from them. They also initiate discussions on the critical areas of the job. This 

helps them probe into the candidates’ hold on the field where they are going to 

perform. Thus, the candidate is examined thoroughly in critical/core areas in their 

interview 
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3. Decision-Making Interview 

After the candidates are examined by the experts including the line managers 

of the organisation in the core areas of the job, the head of the section or 

department interviews the candidates once again, mostly through informal 

discussion. The interviewer examines the interest of the candidate in the job, 

and the organisation. The head tries to find out the adaptability of the 

candidate to the working conditions. The interview also helps in discussing 

career plans, promotional opportunities, work adjustment and allotment, etc.  

The HR Manager also interviews the candidates with a view to find out their 

acceptance regarding salary, allowances, benefits, promotions, opportunities, 

etc. The head of the department and the personnel manager exchange the 

views and then they jointly inform their decision to the chairman of the 

interview board, who finally makes the decision about the candidates' 

performance and their ranks in the interview. 

 

 

Figure: Types of Interviews 
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Stage 4: Selection Decision 

Usually, the final decision is taken by comparing three or four 

candidates who prove to be outstanding. Since most of the candidates 

get eliminated during the earlier stages, the choice of final selection is 

left to the top management in certain organizations. 

However, in certain organizations like ITC or Unilever, the HR 

specialist together with line managers have to weigh up the strengths 

and weaknesses of each candidate. One may have more experience 

while another may have greater development potential and so on. In 

the end making the right decision depends on their managerial 

judgment. 

After the selection, the candidate undergoes physical examination/ medical test, 

referee verification etc… Finally, the candidate is given the job offer. With the 

joining of the candidate and the basic orientation programme (placement), the 

recruitment and selection process comes to an end. 

Placement 

Placement is a process of assigning a specific job to each of the selected 

candidates. It involves assigning a specific rank and responsibility to an 

individual. It implies matching the requirements of a job with the qualifications 

of the candidate.  

Once the candidates report for duty, the organisation has to place them in that 

job for which they are selected. After that the candidate will be trained in 

various related jobs during the period of probation. The organisation, 

generally, decides the final placement after the initial training is over on the 

basis of candidates’ aptitude and performance during the training or probation 

period. Probation period generally ranges between six months and two years. 

If the performance is not satisfactory, the organisation may extend the 

probation or ask the candidates to quit the job. If the employees’ performance 

during the probation period is satisfactory, their services will be regularized 

and they will be placed permanently on the job.  
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1.6. Let’s Sum Up 

Recruitment and Selection Process is an integral part of Human Resource 

Management. It serves the basic purpose of bringing in the talent to the 

organization. This process can be represented through this flow chart: 

Determine the vacancy 

 

 

 

Complete the job analysis 

 
 

Write the job description 

 
 

Draft the job specification 

 
 

Communicate through suitable sources 

of recruitment 

 
 

Receive applications and pre-select 

candidates 

 
 

Hold selection tests 

 
Conduct Personal Interviews 

 
Make a job offer 

 
 

Conduct Induction Programme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.7. Key Terms 

Job Analysis: Job analysis is the process of collecting and analysing 

information about the tasks, responsibilities and the context of jobs available in 

the organisation. 

Job Description: Job description describes the job in terms of its duties, 

responsibilities and purpose. 

Job Specification: Job specification is the skills, abilities, qualifications, 

characteristics and attributes required/ possessed by a candidate to perform a 

particular job. 

Recruitment: Recruitment is the process of searching for prospective 

employees and stimulating them to apply for the job in the organization. 

Sources of recruitment: The channels through which a prospective employee 

can be communicated and motivated to apply for the job position. 

Selection: Selection is the process of finding out the skills, abilities, 

qualifications and characteristics of the job applicant in order to establish their 

suitability for the job position. 

Test: The measurement tool/ instrument to assess the suitability of a candidate 

for a particular position. It includes assessing intellectual, spatial, mechanical, 

motor abilities. 

Interview: An interaction to assess the true potential of the candidate. 

Responses of the questions asked during the interaction, suggests the caliber of 

the candidate to perform the job and the ability to cope with situations. 

1.8. Self-Assessment Questions: 

A. What is Job Analysis? 

B. How do we analyze a job? 

C. Why is recruitment an important function of HRM? 

D. Explain Stages of Selection. 

E. If you are given a chance to take decisions regarding recruitment in your 

organisation, which source would you prefer and why? 
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1.10. Model Questions 

(a) What is recruitment? What is the most important source of recruitment? 

(b) Which of the sources is more important for recruiting software 

professionals? 

(c) Explain the difference between recruitment techniques. 

(d) What is the recruitment process? 

(e) Suggest an ideal selection process for a retail sales person. 

(f) What are the different stages of selection? 
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Learning Objectives 

After completion of the unit, you should be able to: 

 Explain the meaning and definition of Socialising or socialisation. 

 Describe the process of socializing or socialisation. 

 Understand its importance in an organisation. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Organizations like individuals have their unique personality.  It is essential to orient employees at the time 

of their entry with the organizational   culture.  The culture  is the  system  of shared actions,  values  and 

beliefs  that  develops  within  an organization   and  guides  the behaviour of its members.                                             

. Strong work   culture   helps   the organization    to realize   its business   goal easily and 

effectively.  Every organization   has its own unique culture.  This includes  longstanding   and often,  

unwritten   rules  and  regulations,   a special  language   that  facilitates  communication among  members,   

shared  standards   of relevance  regarding   the critical  aspects  of the work that is to be done,  matter-of-

fact   prejudices,   standards   for social  etiquette  and  demeanour, established   customs  for how  

members  should  relate  to peers,  subordinates,    superiors,   and outsiders, and  other   traditions   

that  clarify  to  members   what   is  appropriate    and  smart behaviour   within   the  organization    and  

what  is not. This  calls for giving  proper   orientation   to the new  employees   on socializing  norms  to 

their behaviour  and actions in line with  the philosophy  and culture  of the organization. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

This is to basically mould people to internalize the systems and practices of the 

organisation to feel comfortable with. A new  employee  irrespective   of his 

knowledge   and  competencies needs  to understand,   appreciate   and 

acclimatize  himself with  the culture  of the organisation in order  to become  

effective  at work. 

2.2. Definition 

Organisational socialisation is a process by which people learn the content of an 

organisation's culture. It is a powerful process that affects an individual's behavior 

and helps shape and maintain an organisation's culture. 

The business dictionary defines socialisation as a "process by which individuals 

acquire the knowledge, language, social skills, and value to conform to the norms 

and roles required for integration into a group or community. It is a combination 

of both self-imposed (because the individual wants to conform) and externally-

imposed rules, and the expectations of the others. In an organisational setting, 

socialisation refers to the process through which a new employee 'learns the 

ropes,' by becoming sensitive to the formal and informal power structure and the 

explicit and implicit rules of behavior." 

Elkin and Handel (1972) saw socialisation as the social learning of beliefs and 

behaviour typified by the individual's adaptation and conformity to social norms. 

This also includes learning of expectations, habits, values, motives, skills, beliefs 

that are necessary to interact with one's own social groups. 

 Gecas (1981) emphasises on the development or change of the individual as a 

consequence of social influences. In support to Gecas, Strykes (1979) viewed 

socialisation as the continuous process of negotiating identities and shaping one's 

self concept, identity, various attitudes and behaviours of the individual. 

According to Lacaze (2001), organisational socialisation refers to the way in 

which a new recruit is absorbed into an organisation. 

Van Maanen & Schein (1979) emphasize that organisational socialisation takes 

place with every professional transition or each time an individual crosses an 

organisational boundary. The transitions that people are called upon to undergo in 

their professional lives are increasingly diversified and numerous, requiring a 

socialisation, indeed resocialisation, process every time 

Thus, organisational socialisation can be defined as a learning and adjustment 

process that enables an individual to assume an organisational role that fits 

both organisational and individual needs. It is a dynamic process that occurs when 

an individual assumes a new or changing role within an organisation. 

Definition: 

Socializing 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Need and Importance of Socialisation 

Upon  entry  into a new job or a new  organisation,   all employees   initially  

need  to learn how  things  are  done  in  the  new  environment,    including   

things   they  cannot  find  in  any policy-and-procedure      manual.   Moreover,   

new hires   may have   insufficient    skills,  and technological   changes  may 

require  new job skills. Job redesign  sometimes   also requires  the employees  

to learn  more skills, or employees  who are transferred   or promoted   may 

need  to acquire  new skills and knowledge,   a new product   could  also 

require  technologies  not used earlier  by employees,   or changes  in company   

strategy  may  mean  that  senior  management needs  to adopt  new  leadership   

behaviour   and  acquire  new  business   knowledge.   In some cases, the need 

for socialisation,   training and development   can be immediate,   while in the 

case of others, future needs can be anticipated   and planned.   When done well, 

socialisation creates intensely loyal employees.   Companies   that have 

perfected   the socialisation   process include IBM, Wal-Mart, Procter and 

Gamble, and Nestle. 

Socialisation   may occur at different   phases.   The new employees   may have 

to learn company   values and organisational    folklore, including   the 

importance   of product   quality and the dedication and commitment   of the  

retired   employees.   This intense socialisation results in increased commitment   

to the success of the company, willingness to work for long hours and 

decreased   absenteeism   and employee   turnover.   Moreover, employees   

take pride   in identifying themselves with the organisation, which has its past  

glory  to share.  For instance,  when  one begins  a new  job, or accept  a lateral  

transfer,  or get a promotion, one is required   to understand    the new  

dynamics  and  unwritten   practices  that  exist which will  help  in making  

adjustments.    One  must  adapt   to a new  environment,    different  work 

activities,   a new  boss,  a  different   group   of  co-workers,   and  probably   a  

different   set  of standards    for what  constitutes   a good  performance.   

Employee socialisation,   training   and development are an organisation's     

intentional    efforts   to improve    current   and   future performance   by 

increasing   capabilities. 

2.4. Stages of Socialisation 

Socialisation can be conceptualized    as a process  made  up of three stages: 

pre- arrival,  encounter  and  metamorphosis    (Maanen  & Schein, 1977). The 

process  impacts  on the new member's   work  productivity,    commitment   to 

the organisation's    objectives,  and  his or her  decision  to stay  with  the  

organisation. 
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STAGE I 

The pre-arrival    stage   explicitly   recognizes   that each individual enters 

with a set of values, attitudes,   and expectations   of their own.  In case of 

experienced   people, they come with the cultural   mindset   of their previous   

organisation.   In both the cases, it is essential to acclimatize   them with the 

culture,   values and functioning   of the new organisation.   A fresher  who  

comes directly  from the campus,  has only conceptual   knowledge   and  

some  of the information  regarding  the functioning  of the organisation   

during  the classroom  teaching. In practice,  most  of  the  things   are  

completely   different   which   may  not  match  with  the expectation  of these 

freshers. In   the selection process, organisations   try to look for candidates 

who could adapt to the culture and requirements   of the organisation.   Hence, 

the candidates who correctly anticipate   the expectations   of the employer are 

likely to be picked up by the organisation.  In this process, the candidate tries 

to understand and learn about the organisation from different sources to make 

them suitable. 

STAGE II 

Upon joining the organisation,    the new employees   enter the encounter    

stage.  In this stage,  the  individuals    confront   with   the  reality  which   may  

be  just  the  reverse   to  their expectations   about  their  job, their  co-workers,   

their  boss,  and  the organisation   in general. If expectations prove to have 

been more or less accurate, the encounter stage merely provides a confirmation   

of the perception   gained earlier.  In reverse situation, there is a culture shock 

that needs to be managed.   In this case, for experienced   people it is essential 

to make them unlearn   before they learn new values, philosophies   and culture.  

If this is not being done properly,   then the individual   may feel suffocated   

and incline to quit the job. 

STAGE III 

The new members  must  work  out any problems  discovered   during  the 

encounter  stage; This  may  mean  going  through   changes.  Hence, it is 

called the metamorphosis stage. The metamorphosis is complete when the new 

members have become comfortable with the organization   and their job. They 

have internalized   the norms and practices of the new organization   and their 

work groups.  The new members feel accepted by their peers as trusted   and 

valued individuals.    They are self-confident   that they have the competence   

to complete their job successfully.   They understand   the system-not     only 

their own tasks but the rules, procedures,   and informally   accepted   practices 

as well. 
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TYPES OF SOCIALIZATION   PROGRAMME  

1.  Forma/ Informal.       New employees may be put directly into their jobs, 

with no effort made to differentiate them from those who have been doing the 

job for a considerable length  of time. In such  cases,  informal  socialization   

takes  place  on the job and  the new  member   gets  little  or  no  special   

attention.   In contrast,   socialization   can be formal. When the programme is 

more formal, the more the new employee is segregated from the ongoing work 

setting and differentiated    in some way to make explicit his or her role, as a 

newcomer. 

The more  formal  a socialisation  programme is, it is more likely that 

management has  participated    in  its design  and  execution   and  hence,  the 

newly  employed   will learn  what  the management   desires.  In contrast, if 

the program   is informal, success will depend more on the new employee's   

selection of the correct socialisation   agent. If the new employee  chooses a 

co-worker  who is highly  knowledgeable   about  the job and  the system's   

values,   and  who  is capable  of transferring    this  knowledge,   then 

socialization   will be more  successful  than if the agent  is marginally   

knowledgeable,  a  poor   teacher,   or  holds   deviant   organisational    values.   

In most circumstances, laissez-faire   socialisation   will increase the influence   

of the immediate   work  group    on the new member.   

2.  Individual   vs. Collective.     The socializing programme either can be 

individual specific   or for a group of new entrants.  The individual   approach   

is likely to develop far less   homogeneous    views   than   collective   

socialization.    As in   the informal   structure, individual socializing is more 

likely to preserve individual differences and perspectives.  But socializing   

each person individually is expensive   and time-consuming.    It also  fails to 

allow the new  entrants  to share  their anxieties  and  concerns  with  others  

who are  in similar  circumstances. 

Making  the new  members   socialise  in collective  groups   allows  them  to 

form  alliance with  others  who  can empathize   with  their  adjustment   

problems.   The recruits have people with whom they can interact and share 

what they are learning.  The group shares problems and usually   forms a 

common   perspective    on the organisation    among   group   members. 

Interestingly,   because  group  socialization   develops   this consensual   

character,  it allows  the  recruits,  as a group,  to deviate  more  from the 

standards   held  out by  the organisation   than does  the individual   approach   

to socialization.  Through the process the socialisation, the group develops 

cohesiveness and commitment towards the organisation. 
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2.5 Orientation   Process 

Orienting   a person  with  the system,  practices  and  culture   of the  

organization   is the most difficult  proposition,   reason  being you need  to 

unlearn   many  past  experience and mindset of the participants    to prepare   

them  to learn  the new  things.  Orientation   as a process has three stages: 

• General orientation 

• Departmental    orientation 

• Specific job orientation 

General orientation.:    In this phase,  the basic objective  is to make  the 

employee  feel at ease and  comfortable   and  to motivate  him to  go through  

the  orientation   process  seriously  for a better  adaptability   to the 

organization.   This part should include exposing them to the history of the 

organization,   business goals and processes  of the organization.   They should 

be taken for a visit   to the whole organization   to understand   the business   

processes.  The classroom input  should  be given for a month  and  after  that  

they should  be placed  in each  department as a-trainee  to understand   the 

processes  and  also to appreciate   that each activity is important in 'the 

organization    for the  final  outcome.  This is  normally  being  followed  for  

the freshers and  they  work  in   each  department    for  a  substantial   period.   

The duration   of the whole orientation programme   is different for individual   

companies and positions.  This ranges from a week to a year depending   on 

the above criteria.  The following issues should be covered in the general 

orientation. 

•   It is essential to create team spirit among the newcomers   by assigning 

different team based assignments.   This will give opportunity    to all 

the participants    to interact with each other and to develop good 

interpersonal    relationship   among them. 

•    The new employee during the orientation should be treated with dignity 

and respect. They should not be treated   as strangers   to the 

organizations. 

•    Senior executives should be invited to address the newcomers to share 

their experiences and also to interact with them in formal as well as 

informal   ways. This will help the newcomers   to gain confidence   and 

feel motivated. 

•   The views and comments of the participants    should be addressed   with 

patience and utmost priority   is to be attached   to the seriousness   to the 

whole-programme. 

•   It is essential to draw an alignment between the organizational   goal 

and the individual goal.  The organization's    goal should be clearly 

explained   to the newcomers   so that they can draw  the relevance  out 

'of it  for them. 
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These initiatives will ensure an effective orientation programme   for the new 

incumbents and will also reduce the initial apprehensions,   which in turn 

would develop trust, cooperation and motivation. 

Orientation to a department     In this stage, the individuals   are oriented   to 

their department where they are going to work.  The role, responsibility   of 

the individual   in the department   and the departmental    operating   practices 

need to be told to the new incumbent.   Initially,  he should  be exposed   to 

each and  every  activity  of the department    for a couple  of months  to 

understand   the activities  involved  and  to develop  an acquaintance   with  

the superiors,  peers and  subordinates    after  which  he  will be assigned   to 

a specific  job. 

Orientation to a specific job    A specific assignment   with a job description   

may be given to the individual.   The person needs to be oriented with the 

methodology   to be adopted   for a particular   job. This means   that  the role 

involved   in  that  particular   job .has  to be dearly stated  and  also the role 

expectation  of the significant  others  has to be communicated   to the 

incumbent.   The superior   if required   should adapt   a hand holding 

approach   to guide the person in the role. 

2.6. Let’s Sum-up 

Socialsing or Socialisation refers to the process through which a new employee 

'learns the ropes,' by becoming sensitive to the formal and informal power 

structure and the explicit and implicit rules of behavior in an organisation. 

Organisational socialisation is a learning and adjustment process that enables 

an individual to assume an organizational role that fits both organisational and 

individual needs. It is a dynamic process that occurs when an individual 

assumes a new or changing role within an organization. 

However, orientation   involves introducing new employees to the activities of 

the organisation and   to their work unit to make them more comfortable   and 

effective in the .new environment.    It helps   the new entrants   to get rid of 

their apprehensions,     anxiety   and unknown   feeling in a new organisation.   

A good orientation  programme   will  familiarize  the new member  with  the 

organisation's    objectives,  history,  philosophy,   procedures   and  rules, 

communicate   relevant   human   resource   policies  such  as  hours   of work,  

pay  procedures, This. may The overtime  requirements,   and  fringe benefits,  

review  the specific  duties  and  responsibilities   of the new  member's   job, 

provide   information   on  the organisation's    physical  facilities,  and 

introduce  the employee  to his or her superior  and  co-worker.   

In a nutshell, both orientation and socialisation process are extremely 

useful for an organisation. 
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Key Terms 

2.7. Key Terms 

Socialising/ Socialisation: In a broad sense, socialisation as the process that 

change human beings from animals into social actors and this includes the 

learning of knowledge, skills, motivations, and identities that make our genetic 

potentials interact with our social environments. 

In the organisational context, socialising or socialisation is a process that 

familiarizes us with, and makes us skilled at, the rules for working in an 

organisation in an effective manner. 

Pre-arrival: The pre-arrival    stage is a stage in the process of socialisation. It   

explicitly   recognizes   that each individual enters with a set of values, 

attitudes,   and expectations   of their own.  In case of experienced   people, 

they come with the cultural   mindset   of their previous   organisation.   In both 

the cases, it is essential to acclimatize   them with the culture,   values and 

functioning   of the new organisation.    

Encounter: Upon joining the organisation,    the new employees   enter the 

encounter    stage.  In this stage,  the  individuals    confront   with   the  reality  

which   may  be  just  the  reverse   to  their expectations   about  their  job, their  

co-workers,   their  boss,  and  the organisation. If expectations prove to have 

been more or less accurate, the encounter stage merely provides a confirmation   

of the perception   gained earlier. 

Metamorphosis: The new members  must  work  out any problems  discovered   

during  the encounter  stage; This  may  mean  going  through   changes.  

Hence, this is called the metamorphosis stage. 

Orientation: Orientation   involves introducing new employees to the activities 

of the organisation and   to their work unit to make him more comfortable   and 

effective in the .new environment.    It helps   the new entrants   to get rid of 

their apprehensions,     anxiety   and unknown   feeling in a new organisation. 
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2.10. Model Questions 

1. Distinguish between socialisation and orientation. 

2. If you are an HR manager of a Leasing Company, how would you organize 

an orientation programme for freshly recruited Sales Executives? 

3. Do you think CEO interaction is necessary during orientation? Why? 

4. Explain how different stages of socialisation impact the organizational 

culture. 

5. Why is socialisation needed for lateral entrants in the organisation? 
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 Explain the meaning and definition of Training. 

 Explain the concept of Development. 

 Describe the process of Training. 

 Understand the importance of Training and Development in an organisation. 

 

 

Structure 

3.1 Introduction 

3.2 Definitions of Training and Development 

3.3 Importance of Training and Development 

3.4 Benefits of Training 

3.5 Stages in Training 

3.6 Let’s Sum-up 

3.7 Key Terms 

3.8 Self-Assessment Questions 

3.9 Further Readings 

3.10 Model Questions 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 
 

Organisation and individual    should   develop   and progress   simultaneously    for their survival and 

attainment   of mutual   goals.  So every modern   management    has to develop   the organisation through   

human   resource development.    Employee training   is the important   sub-system of human resource 

development.    Employee training   is a specialised   function   and is one of the fundamental operative   

functions   for human resources management. After the employees   are selected, placed and introduced, 

they must be provided with training so that they can perform on the job. Training helps the employees 

enhance the requisite skills and bridge the gap between job expectation and actual job performance.  

3.2. Definition 

Training   is the act of increasing   the knowledge   and skill of on employee   for doing   a particular   job.  

Training is a short-term   educational   process and utilizing a systematic and organised procedure   by 

which employees   learn technical   knowledge   and skills for a definite purpose.    

 

Dale S. Beach defines    training   as "the organised   procedure   by which people   learn knowledge   

and/or skill for a definite   purpose." 

 



Gary Dessler calls training as “the methods used to give new or present employees the skills they need to 

perform their jobs.” 

 

Steinmezl says, “Training   is a short-term   process utilising a systematic   and organised procedure by   

which    non-managerial       personnel     learn   technical knowledge   and skill.”                                   

Cambell says, “Training    refers   only   to instruction    in technical    and   mechanical operations.   

Training   courses are typically   designed   for a short term, stated   set purposes.” 

In the words of S.P.Robbins, “Training    is a  learning   process  which   seeks  a  relatively   permanent  

change  in  behaviour   that  occurs  as  a result  of  experience.” 

Business dictionary defines “training as a process that involves enhancing   of skills, knowledge,   attitude    

or social behaviour.” 

Training   improves, changes, moulds the employee's   knowledge,   Skill, behaviour, aptitude,   and 

attitude towards   the requirements   of the job and organisation.    Training  refers  to the teaching   and  

learning   activities   carried   on  for  the  primary   purpose   of  helping   members   of  an organisation,   

to acquire  and apply the knowledge,   skills, abilities  and attitudes  needed  by a particular job  and  

organisation. Thus, training    bridges   the differences    between   job   requirements    and employee’s    

present specifications. 

 

Development, on the other hand, “covers   not only those   activities   which   improve   job performance, 

but also those which bring about growth of personality. These activities help  individuals   in the  progress  

towards  maturity  and  actualisation   of their potential  capacities,  so that they become  not only good  

employees but  better  men  and  women.".   (Memoria)                                             

According to Yoder, “Development    is an inclusive process with which both managers   and individual 

employees are involved.  It offers opportunities to learn skills, but   also   provide    an environment      

designed     to   discovering      and cultivating   basic attitudes   and capabilities   and facilitating   

continuing personal   growth.” 

 

Business dictionary defines development as, “encouraging employees to acquire new or advanced skills, 

knowledge, and view points, by providing learning and training facilities and avenues where such new 

ideas can be applied.” 

Development means those learning opportunities designed to help employees to grow. Development is not 

primarily skills oriented. Instead it provides the general knowledge and attitudes, which will be helpful to 

employers in higher positions.  

 

3.3. Importance of Training and Development 

Employee training   is distinct from management   development   or executive development.   While the  

former   refers  to training   given  to  employees   in the  areas  of  operations,    technical   and  allied 

areas,  the  latter  refers  to  developing    an  employee   in  the  areas  of  principles   and  techniques   of 

management,'   administration,    organisation   and other strategic areas.   

Nevertheless training and development   in the organization   is emphasized   because of the following 



advantages: 

 Creating   a pool of readily   available and adequate   replacements   for personnel   who may leave 

or move up in the organization. 

 Enhancing   the company's   ability to adopt and use advances   in technology because of a highly 

knowledgeable   staff. 

 Building  a more  efficient,  effective  and  highly  motivated   team, which  enhances  the 

company's   competitive   position  and  improves   employee  morale. 

 Ensuring   adequate   human   resources   for expansion   into new programmes. 

Employees  frequently   develop  a greater  sense  of self-worth,  dignity  and  well-being   as they become  

more  valuable  to the firm and  to the society.  Generally  they will  receive  a greater share  of the material  

gains  that  result  from their  increased  productivity.   These factors give them a sense of satisfaction   

through   the achievement   of personal   and company   goals. 

On the other hand, no organisation   can get a candidate   who exactly matches with the job and the 

organizational requirements.    Hence, training   is important   to develop the employees   and make them 

suitable to the job. Job  and  organisational    requirements   are  not  static,  they  keep  changing  from  

time  to  time. Organizational needs can be achieved only through training   as training develops human 

skills and efficiency. Trained employees would be a valuable asset to an organisation. Organisational     

efficiency,   productivity,    progress and development    to a greater   extent depend   on training.   

Organisational     objectives   like viability,   stability and growth can also be achieved through training.    

 

3.4. Benefits of Training 

 

Benefits of training   are multi-faceted. Training benefits the organisation,    individual   and in the 

formulation    of policies   and in maintenance   of relations.   These benefits are: 

 

How Training Benefits the Organisation 

 

• Leads to improved   profitability and more positive attitudes towards profit. 

• Improves  the  job  knowledge   and  skills  at all  levels  of the  organization 

• Improves  the morale  of  the workforce 

• Helps people   identify with organisational goals. 

• Helps  create  a better  corporate   image 

• Fosters authenticity,   openness  and  trust' 

• Improves  the  relationship    between  boss and  subordinate 

• Aids  in organisational development 

• Helps  prepare   guidelines   for  work 

• Aids  in understanding and  carrying   out  organisational     policies 

•  Provides  information    for  future  needs  in all  areas  of the  organisation 

•  Organisation    gets more  effective  decision    and  problem   solving 

•  Aids  in development   for  promotion   from  within 

•  Aids  in developing    leadership   skill,  motivation,    loyalty,  better  attitudes,   and  other  

aspects that  successful  workers  and  managers   usually  display 

•  Aids  in increasing   productivity   and/or   quality  of work 

•  Helps keep costs down in many areas, e.g., production,    personnel,   administration,     etc. 

•  Develops  a sense of responsibility  to the organisation   for being  competent  and knowledgeable 

•  Improves  labour-management      relations 

•  Reduces outside  consulting   costs by utilising   competent   internal   consulting 

•  Stimulates   preventive   management   as opposed   to  putting   out  fires 

•  Eliminates  sub-optimal    behaviour   (such as hiding   tools) 



•  Creates  an appropriate    climate  for  growth,   communication 

•  Aids  in improving   organisational     communication 

• Helps  employees adjust to change 

•  Aids in handling   conflict,   thereby helping to prevent stress and tension. 

 

Need for Training 

 

Every organisation    big  or  small,   productive   or  non-productive,     economic    or  social,   old  or, 

newly  established   should provide  training to all its employees  irrespective   of their  qualification,     

skill, suitability   for  the  job,  etc…  The following points elucidate the need of training: 

A) Technological   Advances:    Every organisation      in order   to survive   and to be effective 

should    adopt   the   latest   technology,     i.e. automation and digitalisation. Adoption of the latest 

technological      means and methods    will   not be complete until they are appropriately handled 

by employees possessing skill to   operate    them.   So, organisation needs to train   the employees   

to enrich   them   in the areas of changing    technical    skills and knowledge    from   time to  time. 

B) Organisational Complexity: With   the   emergence    of  increased    digitalization and  

automation,      manufacturing      of  multiple    products    and   by-products;   or  dealing    in  

services   of diversified     lines,   extension    of  operations     to  various    regions    of  the   

country    or   in, overseas countries has  become   complex.    This has led to growth in employees 

who are of varied kinds- there are specialists; there are multi-tasking employees as well. There are 

employees from within the country and from outside (expats)as well. With the on-set of super-

specialist function, the number of consultants has also grown in an organisation. This creates 

complex problems of coordination    and   integration of activities. This situation calls for   training     

in the   skills   of coordination,      integration     and   adaptability      to the   requirements     of  

growth,    diversification      and expansion. 

C) Human Relations: Trends in approach    towards   personnel    management     has changed from 

the commodity   approach   to partnership   approach,    crossing the human relations   approach. So 

today,   managements    of  most  of the  organisations     has to  maintain    human   relations    

besides maintaining     sound industrial    relations   although    hitherto   the  managers   are  not  

accustomed    to deal   with  the  workers   accordingly.     So training    in human   relations    is 

necessary   to deal   with human   problems    (including    alienation,     inter-personal      and inter-

group     conflicts,    etc…   and to maintain    human   relations. 

D) Change in the Job Assignment: Training   is also  necessary  when  the  existing   employee is  

promoted     to  the   higher    level   in  the   organisation      and   when   there   is  some   new  job   

or occupation     due  to  transfer.   Training    is also   necessary   to equip   the old   employees    

with   the advanced    disciplines,    techniques    or technology. 

 

The need for training also arises due to 

• Increase in productivity.     ' 

• Improvement in quality of the  product/service 

• Help a company   to fulfill its future personnel needs 

• Improve organisational climate 

• Improve   health and  safety 

• Prevent obsolescence: 

• Effect the  personal   growth 

• Minimise the resistance to change 

 

 



The factors  discussed  above  are  mostly  external  factors  and  they  are  beyond  the HR department’s 

control.   These factors often determine   the  success  of  training   objectives   as  shown  in the figure- 
 

 
 

Training Objectives 

 

The HR department formulates   the following    training   objectives   in  keeping   with  the  Company's 

goals: 

a) To prepare   the  employee   both  new  and  old  to  meet  the  present  as well  as the  changing  

requirements   of the  [ob  and the  organisation. 

b) To prevent obsolescence 

c) To  import   the   new  entrants   the  basic   knowledge    and   skill  they   need  for   an  intelligent 

performance of definite   job. 

d) To prepare   employees  for  higher  level tasks 

e) To assist employees  to function   more  effectively  in their  present  positions  by exposing  them  

to the  latest  concepts,   information    and  techniques   and  developing    the  skills  they  will   

need  in their  particular   fields 

f) To build  up a second  line of competent   officers  and prepare  them to occupy  more  responsible 

positions. 

g) To build  up a second  line of competent   officers  and prepare  them to occupy  more  responsible 

positions. 

h) To  broaden    the  minds   of  senior   managers    by  providing    them   with   opportunities     for   

on interchange of  experiences   within   and  outside   with  a view  to  correcting    the  narrowness   

of  outlook   that  may arise  from  over-specialisation 

i) To develop  the  potentialities    of people  for the  next level  job.  

j) To ensure  smooth  and  efficient  working   of a department 

k) To ensure  economical    output  of  required  quality. 

l) To promote   individual   and  collective   morale,   a sense of responsibility,   co-operative    

attitudes and  good   relationships. 

                                            

 

 

 



3.5. Stages in Training 

 

In order to derive expected benefits from  it. The training   system involves four stages viz.. needs 

assessment,  designing   the training   program  implementation    of the  training   program   and  

evaluation   of the  training   program.  

 

 
 

 

Stage 1: Assessment      of Training    Needs 

Training   needs  are  identified   on  the  basis  of  organisational     analysis,   job  analysis  and  man 

analysis.  Training programme,   training  methods  and course  content  are to be planned   on the basis of 

training   needs. Training needs are those aspects necessary to perform  the job  in on organization in which 

employee  is lacking  attitude or aptitude,      knowledge,   skill  etc. 

Training   needs  = Job  and  organisational     requirements   -  Employee  specifications. 

Training  needs  can  be identified   through   identifying   the  organisational     needs  based  on: 

(i)  Organisational   Analysis:  This includes  analysis of objectives,   resource  utilisation,   environment 

scanning   and  organisational     climate.   Organisational     strengths and weaknesses  in different areas  

like  accidents,   excessive scrap,  frequent  breakage   of machinery,  excessive labour  turn- over, market  

share,  and other  marketing   areas,  quality  and quantity  of the output,   production schedule,   raw  

materials   and  other  production   areas,  personnel,   finance,   etc. 

(ii)  Departmental  Analysis:  Departmental    strengths  and  weaknesses including   special  problems   of 

the  department    or  a  common   problem   of  a  group   of  employees   like  acquiring    skills  and 

knowledge   in operating   computer   by accounting    personnel. 

(iii)  Job/Role Analysis:  This includes   study. of  jobs/roles,    design  of  jobs  due  to  changes,   job 

enlargement, and  job  enrichment,   etc. 

(iv) .Employee  Analysis:  Individual   strengths  and weaknesses  in the areas  of job  knowledge,   skill, 

etc… 
 

Assessment     Methods 

 

The following    methods are used to  assess the training needs: 

(i)   Organisational      requirements/weakness. 

(ii)  Departmental    requirements/weaknesses. 

(iii)   Job specifications    and  employee   specifications. 

(iv)  Identifying   specific   problems.  

(v)  Anticipating    future  problems.  

(vi)    Management's     requests. 

(vii)    Observation. 

(viii)  Interviews. 

(ix)   Group   conferences. 

(x)    Questionnaire    surveys.    



(xi)  Test or examinations. 

(xii)  Check  lists. 

(xiii)   Performance   appraisal. 

 

 

 
 

STAGE-2:  DESIGNING  THE TRAINING PROGRAMME 

 

After  assessing  the  training    needs,  the  organisation    has  to  design  the  training    programme that  

would   meet  the  needs.  The success of  designing    the  training    programme    depends   on  the 

accurate   training   needs  assessment  and  designing   the  training   programme    based  on  the  needs. 

Design of the  training    programme    should   focus  on:   (i)  Instructional    objectives,   (ii)   Principles   

of learning  and teaching,   (iii)  Principles  of training,   (iv) Characteristics   of the-instructor,  and (v) 

Content of  the  program.                                                                                                                                        

. 

Instructional Objectives 

Instructional   objectives   specify  the skills,  knowledge,   talents  and  competency   to be acquired, 

attitudes,   values  and  beliefs  to  be  changed   and  behaviour   to  be  modified.    Performance-centered 

instructional   objective   is widely used as it provides  the skills,  knowledge   and  behaviour   required  to 

the  employee   and the  performance   appraisal   would  be unbiased. Thus, instructional   objectives  

should  be based  on the  Intended  performance   objectives/results and the results expected  from  the 

instruction.   Instructional   objectives,   in turn,  help  to select training material and training   methods. 

 

Learning Principles 

Models   of  human   learning    are  studied   in  order   to  find  out  the  reasons  for  fast  and accurate 

learning.   The principles of learning are  as follows: 

a) All  human  beings  can  learn.  ' 

b) An  individual    must  be motivated   to learn. 

c) Learning  is active  but  not  passive. 

d) Learners may acquire  knowledge   more  rapidly  with guidance.   Feedback  ensures improvement 

in speed  and  accuracy   of learning.                                                                        , 

e) Appropriate    material   (like  case studies, tools,   problems,   reading   etc.). should  be provided. 

f) Time  must  be provided   to practise  learning. 

g) Learning  methods  should  be varied.  Variety of methods  should  be introduced   to off-set  

fatigue and  boredom. 



h) The learner  must secure satisfaction  from  learning.   Education   must fulfill  human  needs, 

desires and  expectations. 

i) Learners  need reinforcement. 

j) Standards  of  performance    should  be set for  the  learner. 

k) Different   levels of  learning exist. 

l) Learning  is on adjustment   on the  part  of an  individual. 

m) Individual   differences   plays   large  part  in effectiveness   of the  learning   process. 

 

Characteristics of Learning Process 

 

(1) Learning is a continuous   process. 

(2)  People learn  through  their  actual  personal  experience,   simulated  experience   and  from  others 

experience   (by using  the  knowledge   which  represents  experience   of others). 

(3)  People  learn  step  by step,  from  known  to  unknown   and  simple to complex  

(4)  There  is a need  for  repetition   in teaching   to  improve   skill  and  to  learn  perfectly. 

(5)  Practice  makes  a  man  perfect.   Hence,   opportunity    should   be  created   to  use,  transfer   the 

skills,  knowledge  and  abilities   acquired   through   learning.   It gives  satisfaction   to the  learner. 

(6)  Conflicts   in  learning:   Conflict   in  learning   arises  when  the  trainer   knows  or  has  developed 

some  habits  which  are  incorrect  in terms  of the  method   being  learned. 

 

Learning Problems 

The Instructor  should  have the knowledge  of the possible  learning   problems.   He should  Identify the  

problems   of trainees   and toke  steps to  solve them.  The possible  learning   problems   are: 

'(a)    Lack of  knowledge,   skill,  aptitude   and  favourable   attitude. 

(b)    Knowledge   and  skill  not  being  applied. 

(c)    Most  operational    situations   contain   a number  of  elements which  will  restrict  the  development   

of  learning   regardless  the  methods  employed. 

(d)    Psychological   problems   like  fear  and  shyness. 

(e)    Inability   to transfer learning   to operational    situation. 

(f)     Heavy dependence   on  repetition,   demonstration    and  practice. 

(g)    Unwilling  to  change .. 

(h)     Lack of  interest  about  the  knowledge   of  results . 

(i)    Absence  of self-motivation and  negative   attitude   about   involvement   and participation 

Teaching Principles 

In addition to learning  principles, teaching principles   should  also  be taken  care of for  effective  

training. 

(a)    The employee   must be taught to practice  only  the correct method  of work. 

(b)     Job  analysis  and  motion  study techniques   should  be used. 

(c)     Job training   under  actual  working   conditions   should  be preferred   to class room  training. 

(d)     Emphasis  should  be given  more  on accuracy  than  speed. 

(e)    Teaching  should  be at different   time-intervals. 

(f)  It should  be recognised   that  it is easier  to train  young  workers  than  old  workers  due  to their 

decreasing   adaptability    with  the  increase  in age. 

(g)  First establish  the  best way of doing  a job  -    use job  analysis  and/or   time  and  motion   study 

techniques. 

(h)     Follow  the  principles   of best movements   in work. 

(i)      Job training   under  actual  working   conditions   is superior  to  classroom   and  formal   training. 
 



Principles  of Training 

 

Providing   training    in  the  knowledge    of  different   skills  is a  complex   process.  A  number   of 

principles   have  been  evolved  which  can  be followed   as guidelines   by the  trainees.   Some  of them 

are  as follows:                                                                                                      . 

(1) Motivation:    As the  effectiveness  of an  employee   depends  on  how  well  he is motivated   by 

management,   the effectiveness  of learning   also depends  on  motivation.    In other  words,  the trainee 

will  acquire   a new skill  or knowledge   thoroughly   and  quickly  if he or she is highly  motivated.   

Thus, the training must be related to the desires of the trainee  such as more wages or better job,  

recognition, status, promotion   etc. The trainer  should find  out the proper  ways to motivate  experienced  

employees who  are  already  enjoying   better  facilities   in case  of  re-training. 

 

(2) Progress Information:    It has been found  by various  research  studies that  there  is a relation 

between  learning   rapidly   and  effectively   and  providing   right  information    specifically,   and  as 

such the  trainer   should   not  give  excessive  information    or  information    that  can  be  misinterpreted.    

The trainee   also  wants  to  learn  a  new skill  without   much  difficulty   and  without   handing   too  

much  or receiving   excessive  information    or  wrong  type  of  progressive   information.     So, the  

trainer   has  to provide   only  the  required   amount   of  progressive   information-specifically      to the  

trainee. 

 

(3) Reinforcement:       The  effectiveness   of  the  trainee   In learning   new  skills  or  acquiring    new 

knowledge    should   be  reinforced by  means  of  rewords   and   punishments.    Examples   of positive 

reinforcement     are   promotions,     rise in  pay,  praise   etc.  Punishments   are also   called    negative 

reinforcements.    Management    should take care  to  award  the  successful  trainees. 

The management   can punish the trainees whose behaviour is undesirable.   But the consequences of  such  

punishments   have  their  long-run   ill  effect  on  the  trainer   as well  as on  the  management. Hence, the  

management   should  take  much  care  in case of  negative   reinforcements.    

         . 

(4) Practice:  A trainee  should  actively  participate   in the training   programmes   in order  to make the  

learning   programme    an  effective   one,   continuous    and  long   practice   is highly   essential  for 

effective  learning.  Jobs are broken down  into elements  from which  the fundamental    physical,  sensory 

and  mental  skills  are  extracted.   Training exercises  should  be provided   for  each  skill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(5) Full vs. Port: It is not  clear  whether   it  is best to  teach  the  complete   job  at  a  stretch  or dividing   

the  job  into  parts  and  teaching   each  part  at a time.  If the  job  is complex   and  requires  a little too  

long  to learn,  it is better  to teach  port of the job separately   and then  put the parts together into  on  

effective   complete   job.  Generally   the  training    process  should   start  from  the  known  and proceed   

to  the  unknown   and  from  the  easy to  the  difficult   when  parts  are  taught.   However, the trainer   

has to teach  the trainees   based  on  his judgment   on their  motivation   and  convenience. 

 

(6)  Individual    Differences:    Individual   training    is costly, and  group   training    is economically 

viable  and advantageous    to the organisation.    But individuals   vary in intelligence   and  aptitude   from 

person  to person.  So the trainer  has to adjust  the training   programme   to the skills, abilities, attitude      

and aptitude of the trainees.    In  addition,    individual    teaching    machines   and  adjustments    of  

differences    should   be provided. 

 

Areas of Training 

 

Organisations    provide   training   to their  employees  in the  following    areas: 

1. Company   policies  and  procedures;  

2. Specific  skills; 

3. Human   relations; 

4. Problem  solving; Managerial    and  supervisory  skills;  and 

5. Apprentice   training. 

 

(1)  Company   Policies  and  Procedures:   This area  of training   is to  be provided   with  a view  to 

acquainting      the   new  employee    with   the   Company     Rules,   Practices,    Procedures,    Tradition, 

Management,    Organisation    Structure,   Environment   Product/Services   offered  by the  company   etc. 

This acquaintance    enables  the  new employees  to  adjust   with  the  changing   situations. Information    

regarding   company   rules and  policies  creates  favourable   attitudes  of confidence   in the minds  of 

new employees about  the company  and  its products/services,    as well  as it develops  in them a  sense  

of  respect  for  the  existing   employees   of  the  company   and  the  like.  The  company   also provides   

first   hand   information     to  the  employees    about   the  skills  needed   by the   company,    its 

development   programmes,   quality  of products/services   and the like. This enables the new employees 

to know  their share  of contribution    to the  organisation's    growth  and  development. 

 

(2)  Training   in  Specific   Skills:  This  area  of  training    is to  enable   the  employee   to  be  more 

effective  on  the  job.  The trainer   trains  the  employees   regarding   various   skills  necessary  to  do  

the actual   job.   For  example,   the  clerk  in the  bank  should   be trained   in  the  skills  of  making   

entries correctly   in the  ledger  and  arithmetical    calculations,    quick  comparison    of figures,   entries  

and  the like.  Similarly,  the' technical   officers  are to be trained   in the  skills of project  appraisal,   

supervision, follow-up    and  the  like. 

(3) Human   Relations   Training:    Human   relations   training    assumes  greater   significance     in 

organisations    as employees   have  to  maintain   human  relations   not  only  with  other  employees   but 

also  with  their  customers.   Employees  are  to be trained   in the  areas  of  self-learning,    interpersonal 

competence,   group dynamics,  perception,   leadership  styles, motivation,   grievance  redressal, 

disciplinary procedure,        and  the  like.  This  training   enables   the  employees   for  better  team   

work, which  leads to  improved   efficiency   and  productivity   of the  organisation. 

 

(4)  Problem   Solving   Training:    Most   of  the  organisational      problems    are  common    to  the 

employees  dealing   with the same activity  at different   levels of the organisation.    Further  some  of the 

problems   of  different   managers   may  have  the  same  root  cause.  So,   management    may  call 

together   all managerial   personnel  to discuss common   problems  so as to arrive  at effective  solutions 

across  the  table.   This  not  only  helps  in  solving  the  problems   but  also  serves as a  forum  for  the 



exchange  of ideas and information   that could  be utilised.  The trainer  has to organise  such meetings, 

train  and  encourage   the  trainees  to  participate   actively  in such  meetings. 

 

(5)  Managerial     and   Supervisory    Training:    Even  the   non-managers     sometimes    perform 

managerial   and supervisory  functions  like planning,   decision-making,    organising,   maintaining    

inter-personal   relations,   directing    and  controlling. Therefore, the management   has  to  train  the  

employee   in managerial    and  supervisory   skills  also.    

 

(6) Apprentice   Training:  The Apprentice  Act,  1961  requires  industrial  units of specified  industries 

to  provide   training    in  basic  skills  and  knowledge    in  specified   trades  to  educated   apprentices   

with a view to improving   their  employment   opportunities    or to enable  them to start their own  

industry.  This type of training   generally   ranges  between  one year to four  years.  This  training   is 

generally   used for  providing   technical   knowledge   in the  areas  like  trades,  crafts  etc. 

 

STAGE-3: IMPLEMENTATION 

After designing  the training   program  and making  the instructor  and trainees  ready, the instructor has to  

implement   the  training   programme.    Care  should  be taken  in choosing   training   methods  as 'the  

rubber-should-meet-the-road'        in implementing    a training   programme. 

 

Training  Methods 

 

As a result of research  in the field  of training,   a number  of  programmes   are available.    Some of these 

are new methods,  while  others are improvements   over the traditional    methods.  The training 

programmes usually used  to  train   operative  and  supervisory   personnel  ·are discussed here.   

 

On-The-Job  Training  Methods 
 

This type of training,   also known  as job instruction  training,   is the most commonly   used method. 

Under  this  method,   the  individual    is placed   on  a  regular   job  and  taught   the  skills  necessary  to 

perform  that  job.  The trainee   learns  under  the  supervision   and  guidance   of a qualified   worker  or  

instructor.   On-the-job    training   has the  advantage   of  giving  first- hand  knowledge   and  experience 

under    actual   working   conditions.    While   the  trainee   learns  how  to  perform   a  job,  he  is also  a 

regular  worker  rendering  the services for which  he is paid.  The problem   of transfer of trainee  is also 

minimised   as the  person  learns  on-the-job.    The emphasis   is placed   on rendering   services  in the 

most  effective  manner   rather  than  learning  how to  perform   the  job.  On-the-job    training    methods 

include   job  rotation,    coaching,    job  instruction    or  training   through   step-by-step    and  committee 

assignments. 

 

(a) Job  Rotation:   This type  of training   involves  'the movement   of the  trainee  from  one  job  ta 

another.  The trainee   receives  job  knowledge   and gains  experience   from  his supervisor   or trainer  in 

each of the different  job assignments.  Though  this method  of· training   is common  in training  

managers for  general   management   positions,   trainees  can  also  be rotated  from  job  to job  in 

workshop   jobs. This method  gives on opportunity   to the trainee  to  understand  the  problems  of 

employees  on other jobs  and  respect  them. 

(b) Coaching: The trainee  is placed  under  a particular   supervisor  who functions   as a coach  in 

training   the  Individual.   The  supervisor   provides  feedback   to  the  trainee   on  his  performance    

and offers some  suggestions   for  improvement.     

(c) Job  Instruction: This  method   is also  known  as training   through   step  by step.  Under  this 

method,  trainer  explains  the trainee  the way of doing  the  jobs,  job  knowledge   and  skills and  

allows to  do  the  job.  The  trainer   appraises   the  performance    of  the  trainee,    provides   feedback 

information    and  corrects  the trainee. 



(d) Committee Assignments: Under  the  committee   assignment,   group   of  trainees   are  given 

and  asked  to  solve  an  actual   organisational     problem.   The  trainees   solve  the  problem   jointly.   

It develops  team  work. 

 

Internship 

Internship    is one  of  the  on-the-job    training   method.   Individuals   entering   industry  in  

managerial training or other skilled trades  like  machinist,   electrician   and  laboratory   technician   are  

provided   with thorough    instruction though   theoretical     and   practical    aspects.   For  example,    

TISCO,   TELCO   and   BHEL  select  the candidates    from   polytechnics,    engineering    colleges   

and   management    institutions    and  provide apprenticeship    training.     

Benefits  to  Students: 

•        Practical  knowledge   and  exposure 

•        Higher initial salaries 

•        Faster promotions 

•        Quick   job  orientation 

 

Off-the-Job    Methods 

 

Under  this  method  of training,   trainee  is separated   from ·the job  situation   and  his attention   is 

focused  upon  learning   the material   related  to his future  lob  performance.    Since the trainee   is not 

distracted   by job  requirements,    he  can  place  his  entire  concentration    on learning   the  job  rather 

than  spending   his time  in performing    it. There is an  opportunity   for  freedom   of expression  for  

the trainees.  Off-the-job    training   methods are as follows: 

 (a)  Vestibule Training: In this method,   actual  work  conditions   are  simulated   in a class  room.   

Material,   files and equipment   those are  used  in actual  job  performance   are also  used in training.  

This type of training   is commonly   used for training   personnel  for  clerical  and  semi-skilled   jobs.  

The duration   of this  training   ranges  from  days to a few weeks. Theory can  be related  to practice   in 

this method. 

(b) Role Playing: It is defined as a method  of human  interaction   that  involves  realistic  behaviour 

in imaginary   situations.  This method of training   involves  action,  doing  and practice.  The participants 

ploy   the  role   of  certain    characters,    such  as  the  production     manager,    mechanical     engineer, 

superintendents,    maintenance   engineers,   quality  control  inspectors,  foreman,   workers  and the like. 

This method   is mostly used for  developing   interpersonal    interactions   and  relations. 

(c) Lecture  Method:  The lecture  is a traditional    and direct  method  of instruction.   The instructor 

organises the material   and  gives it to a group  of trainees  in the form  of a talk.  To be effective,  the 

lecture  must  motivate   and  create  interest  among  the  trainees.  An  advantage of  lecture  method   is 

that  it is direct  and  can  be used for  a  large  group   of trainees.   Thus, costs and  time  involved   are 

reduced.   The  major   limitation    of  the  lecture   method   is that  it  does  not  provide   for  transfer   of 

training   effectively. 

(d) Conference or Discussion: It is a method in training  the clerical,  professjonal  and supervisory 

personnel.   This method  involves  a group  of people  who pose ideas,  examine  and shore facts,  ideas 

and  data,  test  assumptions,   and  draw  conclusions,   all  of which  contribute   to the  improvement   of 

job performance.   Discussion  has the distinct  advantage  over the lecture  method  in that the discussion 

involves  two-way   communication     and  hence  feedback   is provided.   The  participants    feel  free  

to speak  in  small   groups.   The  success  of  this  method   depends   on  the  leadership   qualities   of  

the person  who  leads  the  group. 

(e)  Programmed  Instruction:  The subject- matter  to be learned   is presented  in a series of 

carefully   planned   sequential   units.  These units are arranged   from  simple  to  more  complex   levels  

of instruction.   The trainee   goes through   these  units by answering   questions  or filling   the  blanks.  

This method   is expensive  and  time  consuming. 
 



AV Aids and E-Training 

 

Audiovisual    methods   are  used  to  teach  skills  and  knowledge    in  production    and  marketing 

jobs. CDs  and  DVDs provide  trainees  interactive  capability.   CD-ROM   based instruction  provides  

multimedia   presentations on  various   aspects  computer-bosed    training   and  E-training.    Computer-

Assisted    Instruction   (CAI) system delivers  instructional   materials  directly  through   a computer  

terminal   in on interactive   format. Computers   through   CDs,   DVDs  and  internet   provide   

exercises  and  practices,   problem   solving, performing    simulated   jobs/tasks,   gaining   forms  of  

instruction   and tutorial   instruction. 

 

E -learning   provides   the  opportunity    of  learning   from  anywhere   in  the  world.   For  example, 

Motorola   is a high-tech   firm  and  much  of its training   uses on-line   multi-media    technologies.    

Web-based/E-Learning can be revised rapidly to provide for continuous update of material. Web-based 

training, when combined with other communication technology like e-mail, tele-conferencing, video- 

conferencing and groupware provides the following  facilities and advantages.            ' 

 

• Self-paced learning 

• Training comes close to the employee 

•  Interactive training 

•  New employees need not await scheduled training sessions 

•  Training focuses on specific needs 

•  On-line  help for trainees 

•  Easy to change/revise computer program 

Record-keeping is facilitated 

•  Linkage of the computer programme to the videoconferencing 

•  Training is cost-effective. 

 

STAGE·    4:  EVALUATION   OF TRAINING   PROGRMAME 

 

The specification of values forms a basis for evaluation. The basis of evaluation and the mode of 

collection of information  necessary for evaluation should be determined at the planning stage. The 

process of training evaluation has been defined as an attempt to obtain  information  on the effects of 

training performance, and to assess the value of training in the light of that information. 

 

Evaluation leads to controlling  and correcting  the training  programme.  Hamblin  suggested five levels at 

which  evaluation  of training  can take  place,  viz.,  reactions,  learning,  job  behaviour, organisation  and 

ultimate value. 

 

(i) Reactions:     Training programme  is evaluated  on the basis of trainee's  reactions to the usefulness of 

coverage of the matter, depth of the course content, method of presentation, teaching methods, etc.                                                                       

(ii) Learning:  Training programme,  trainer's  ability and trainees’ ability are evaluated on the basis of 

quantity of content learned and time in which it is learned and learner's ability to use or apply the content 

learnt. 

.              , 



iii)  Job  Behaviour:   This evaluation includes the manner and extent to which the trainee has applied his 

learning to his job.      

(iv) Organisation:  This evaluation measures the use of training, learning and change in the job behaviour 

of the department/organisation in the form of increased productivity, quality, morale, sales turnover and the 

like.                                                                                                 

(v) Ultimate  Value:  It is the measurement of ultimate result of the contributions of the training 

programme to the Company goals like survival, growth,  profitability,  etc., and to the individual goals like 

development of personality and social goals like maximising social benefit. 

                                                   

Essential    Ingredients     for a Successful     Evaluation 

 

There are three essential ingredients in a successful evaluation. They are: (i) Support throughout the 

evaluation process. Support items are human resources, time, finance, equipment and availability of data 

source, records etc., (ii) Existence of open communication channels among top management, participants 

and those involved in providing  data, etc., and (iii)  Existence of sound management process. 

Basis of Evaluation:  Training programme can be evaluated on the basis of various factors like 

production  factor,  general  observation,  human  resource factor,  performance,  tests, cast-value 

relationship,  etc.                                       ' 

Production Factors:  In operative training, the prime  measure of worth  is that  of  productivity. 

Productivity rates covering both quantity and quality are good indicators of the values of training. In 

most business situations these rates will have to be obtained 'before and after training.   

In an experimental situation, a control group that does not receive training could be compared with the 

one that does in order to ascertain the effect of training.  Management will generally look first at 

production and wastage rates to determine the worth of operative training.  The other production factors 

ore decrease in unit time and unit cost of production and reduction in space or machine requirements. 

 

General Observations 

 

General  observation  should  not  be overlooked  as a means of training  evaluation.  The immediate 

supervisor is often a good judge of the skill level of his subordinates. For on-the-job training programmes, 

the supervisor is, in effect, the judge of his or her own efforts. If the supervisor is a part of the professional 

management of the organisation and is properly selected and trained, this self-analysis and  appraisal  can 

be quite accurate and objective.  The efficient supervisor observes accurately the level of skill and 

knowledge acquired by the trainee during the training programme. Supervisor also observes how 

effectively the trainee's apply the acquired skill and knowledge to the present and future lobs. 

3.6. Let’s sum up 

 

Training refers to the methods used to give new or present employees the skills they need to perform their 

jobs. Training might mean showing a new Web designer the intricacies of your site, a new salesperson 

how to sell your organisation’s product, or a new supervisor how to fill out the organisation’s weekly 

payroll timesheets. Training is a hallmark of good management. 

Training is used to focus mostly on imparting technical skills, such as training assemblers to solder wires 

or a supervisor to do documentation. But, traditional  training objectives are no longer appreciated because 

supervisors today sit down with management  and help them identify strategic goals and  objectives  and 

the  skills and  knowledge  needed  to achieve  them. Then they work together to identify whether the 



employees have the requisite skills and knowledge. In other words, the training has to make sense in terms 

of the company’s strategic goals. 

Development    covers   not  only  those   activities   which   improve   job performance,   but  also  those  

which  bring  about  growth  of personality, help  individuals   in the  progress  towards  maturity  and  

actualisation   of their potential  capacities,  so that they become  not only good  employees but  better  men  

and  women. Development    is an inclusive process with which both managers   and individual employees 

are involved.  It offers opportunities to learn skills, but   also   provide    an environment      designed     to   

discovering      and cultivating   basic attitudes   and capabilities   and facilitating   continuing personal   

growth.                                                              

There are certain Principles   of Training like; 

1.   Training    Plan:  Training must be well planned,  predesigned   and ably executed.  Effective 

implementation    depends,   to a great  extent  on  planning. 

2.   Organisational     Objectives:    T&D Programme must meet objectives of the   organisation. 

3.   Equity   and  Fairness:   All employees  must enjoy  equal  opportunity   to derive  benefit  out of  

such  training   and  must  have  equal  chance  to  undergo   such  training. 

4.   Appropriateness: Training must be appropriate   to suit the needs of organisation   as well as the 

individual. 

S.   Application   Specific:   Training content be balanced between theory and practice.  It must be 

"application   specific". 

6. Upgrading   Information:   T&D programme be continuously   reviewed in order to make  them  

update  in terms  of knowledge   and  skill. 

7.   Top Management    Support:   Top management’s support is essential to make T &D effective. 

8.   Centralisation: For economy   of effort   uniformity   and efficiency,   centralised   training 

department is useful. 

9.   Motivation:   T&D must have motivational aspects like increment, promotion, pay, certificate, etc 

 

Training need analysis is necessary before conducting a training programme. The analysis  of training  

needs depends  on whether  the training  is for new or current employees. The main task in analysing new 

employees’ training needs is to determine what the job entails and to break it down into subtasks, each of 

which then is taught to the new employee. Analysing current employees’ training needs can be more 

complex, since there is the added task of deciding whether training is the solution. For example, 

performance may be down because the standards aren't clear or because the person is not motivated.  

Some trainers use special analytical software, such as from Saba Software, Inc., to diagnose performance 

gaps and their causes. 

There are many methods used for training employees. These may be on-the-job or off-the-job training 

methods. On-the-job   training is basically learning by doing while working.  Training is imparted to 

employees   while they perform   their regular jobs. On-the-job   training   includes   coaching,   

orientations,   job instruction training, apprenticeships, internships and assistantships, job rotation and 

coaching. 

Off-the-job  training is imparted  off-the-job outside  the work premises. These include  classroom  

activities  like lectures,  special  study,  films, television  conferences or discussions,  case studies,  role-

playing,  simulation,  programmed   instruction  and laboratory training.  Some of the popular off-the-job  

development   techniques  are: sensitivity  training, transactional   analysis,   lecture  courses,  and  

simulation   exercises. 



Training effectiveness is evaluated to get a feedback about the training programme. Evaluation is done 

through reaction, learning, behaviour and result. 

(a)  Reaction;   Employees'   reaction to training  programme,   by itself,  is a good indicator.  This is a 

subjective   evaluation.   However   it reveals the  attitude  of trainees  to  the training   programme. 

(b)  Learning:     In this  case   an attempt  is made  to assess  whether  the  trainees  have  learned the  

skills  and  knowledge   intended  to  be  imparted   through  the  training   programme,   were,  in fact 

acquired    by  the  trainees. 

c) Behaviour:    Here the trainees'   behavioural   pattern  is examined   carefully  after his training 

programme,   for the  purpose  of  evaluating   whether  there  are  changes  in his  behaviour   in the job 

compared   to  the  period   before  the  training   was  imparted.   For  example,   a  supervisor   who  has 

undergone   a training   programme   on "human  relations"   or "inter-personal    relations"   can  evaluate 

his performance   by comparing  the number  of complaints  received  against  him from his subordinates 

after  the  training  programme   for  a given  period  with  that  of  the  numbers  received  for  the  same 

period,  prior to the training.  Manager can also actually observe the behavioural pattern  of supervisor 

towards  his  subordinates   after  training.  This is also another criterion  of  effectiveness   of training. 

(d) Result:   This  is the method  of evaluating  quantifiable   indices  or attributes  of performance which 

can be directly  related  as a result-of  training.  Examples  are productivity,  reduction  in rejection rates  

of  finished   goods,   or  number  of  defectives,   incidents  of  accidents,   absenteeism,   conflicts. 

number   of  redressal   of  grievances   applications,    etc. 

3.7. Keywords 

 

Training: Training is the art of increasing the knowledge and skill of an employee for doing  a particular  

job. Training    is a  learning   process  which   seeks  a  relatively   permanent  change  in  behaviour   that  

occurs  as  a result  of  experience. 

 

Development: Development    covers   not  only  those   activities   which   improve   job performance,  but  

also  those  which  bring  about  growth  of personality, help  individuals   in the  progress  towards  

maturity  and  actualisation   of their potential  capacities,  so that they become  not only good  employees 

but  better  men  and  women. 

                                              

Learning: Learning is defined as any relatively   permanent   change   in behaviour   that occurs as a result  

of experience.  

 

TNA: The process used for analyzing the areas in which employees need to be trained. 

 

On-the-job: The training that is conducted while the employees are at their workplace. 

 

Off-the-job: The training that is conducted away from the workplace, usually in a training hall, classroom 

or a centre. 

 

Training Evaluation: The effectiveness of the training programme is tested through training evaluation 

methods. 

 

3.8. Self Assessment Questions 

 

1.   How do you identify  the training   needs of an enterprise? 

2.    What is job rotation?   How does  it help in a acquiring   new skills and  knowledge? 

3.    Explain different   methods of  training   the  employees.   Suggest a suitable training   method  



for  salesmen  of  a  Heavy  Machine Manufacturing     Organisation. 

4.    What purposes  do training   serve? Explain the ingredients of a good  training   programme   

for  the employees  at various  levels. 

5.    What  is employee  training?   Explain  the important   techniques  of training. 

6.       What are the essential  ingredients  of a successful evaluation   of training   programme?  
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3.10. Model Questions 

1. Define Training and Development. 

2. Elucidate importance of training with examples. 

3. Explain various methods of training. 

4. Why is training need analysis done? Give different methods of training need analysis. 

5. Enumerate the importance of training evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


